Signage, Banner, Staking, and Arrowing Crews –
Course Setup and Teardown
This is a great way to get up close and personal with the sport. You will have the
chance to talk to all the competitors and watch the action up close but it is a
demanding and requires some climbing, walking, and mechanical skills. This job
give you lots of time to watch the event as most of the work is done before the
days events start. This is a very important job!

Vision:
What you deliver: To see that the event and sponsors are give maximum exposure by
placing banners and signs at points around the headquarters hotel and event course.
Also create a safer course for competitors by marking major turns or cautions on the
stages.
How you deliver: Follow the Instructions of the Set-up Car to place banners in signs in
required locations. Arrive on time at all meeting places and your assigned locations.

Responsibilities:
Pre-Event: Review banner and signage requirements with Set-up Captain and Chief of
Operations.
Friday and Saturday: Place sponsor and event banners, signs, and arrows as needed
on the course.
Saturday Evening and Sunday (if necessary): Remove banners, signs, and arrows
and assist with Stage Cleanup. Place sponsor banners and signs inside the Awards area
(TBD).
Time Requirements:
This job requires lots of time before and after the running of the actual event so it allows
for quite a bit of spectating.
If you can not work all the days of the event, please indicate this on your worker
registration form and let the Set Up Captain know this before the event. If anything
comes up that keeps you from attending the event be sure to notify the Set Up Captain
right away. For the success of the event it is important that we fill your position!
Environment and Necessary Equipment
Hammer, nails, small hand tools
Vehicle Requirements
The course for HDT is easy to drive or walk, but may require driving or walking up to 5
miles. A normal vehicle is fine. Worker teams always stick together so you will have no
problem getting in and out of your locations safely but if you are working alone be sure
someone knows where you are going and when you will be back. Each team has a
number of radio crews.

